
Dear Mrs Meagher, 

Am enclosing a copy of a letter to Bob Ruark, WLCY, voting to have 
him | drag you back for another performance. . . 

I was very fortunate in nok doe dragged out my tape recorder & hooked ~ 
it up for your show. Had I not done it I'd probably still be muttering to 
myself over my beer about how L lousy everything is and how|you can't beat the | 
Establishment and how simply anybody who gets consistently heard must be 
some kind’ of dupe or else you wouldn't continue hearing him, and how ete ete: - 
etc. 

But ‘thanks to the tape recorder, ‘and thanks. also to the lousy fact that 
i will hear or read things differently each time I hear or read them... thanks 
to these things I ended up realizing that everything you said throughout the. 
program was in response to questions which had been provided you. And also 
plus’ realizing that had you been free to ask your own questions, then your 
air time might have been different - and probably more enjoyable # for your 
self. 

‘What made me so unhappy on first héaring the show was the impression of: 
it somehow "standing still" in time ~ as if it were, almost, a replay of. seme- 
Open Mike program of 3 years ago. Questions about bullets. Questions about: .. 
the validity of the W/R. Questions of all sorts which serve no better than 
to instill into the minds of recent newcomers that the entire JFK assn contro- 
versy, after some 4 1/2 years, has to do with some question concerning Dealey. 
Plaza bullets. 

‘Well, I guess I'm hard to please. It just frustrates.me all to hell whe 
I think that in 1978 there will still be controversy about’ bullets and about’ 
"the validity of the W/R". How do you get people to asking the right question 
Do you get an Acid Stomach wondering about it? Have you dried Tumms? Pepte- 
_Bismol? - 

Thanks for the WLOY show, & please come back - & keep writing ‘for TO. 
The news about the coming 5-day mail delivery service was real great! 
It was even wonderfuller with the announcement that it wes only a Regards . 
first step toward 4-day service. What luck! This is even better than %% 1 1-DUAe 
having the Feds intervening with parr teon . Next thing you know, some citizen some pplace might 
sit down with a pencil &’figure out that the Post Office Dept sav- “tefilen Sorens 
ings would amount to Two Percent of the “View Nam war cost in dollars. ($1/2 billion vs $30 bail ec: Helen , : 

_ Did you notice that news item re pwder burns on RFK's head? Reminds me ~. 
of that "smoke smell" lingering all the way from Dealey Pliaza to the inside of. 
the hospital. Unless Thompson was right, and Gov Connally ‘did indeed shoot JSPK 
in the head at close range, and unless also somebody. slipped in’ (unnoticed by. 
the crowd) to shoot RFK from a distance of some 2 or 3 inches during the excite 
ment... if you can't accept _Such possibilities as that, then you must consider’ 
other possibilities. Such as, I mean, exotic self-explosive. bullets which: might: 
blow up on contact. ~#- And if you can't buy such things at Sears Roebuck, where | S 
would you get them? A useless question, probably. If it is ever pursued, then 
it will be explained to us that the JFK smoke smell was. caused ‘by a passing ve 
diesel truck, and th at RFK had just had his Hisbiatt heir singed. by a barber. 


